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• Team Roles and Relationships

Why?

• Role clarity – an essential component 
of a HPT. Linked to clarity of Game 
Plan

• Creating and sustaining peer coaching 
and feedback in HPT environment

Who?

• Your direct reports and/OR the team 
who are associated with your Game 
Plan

• 5 – 10 people ideal size

Team Cascade 2



Platform How To’s (in brief)

Tips for Hosts

Support & Resources

What 
We’ll 
Cover

Overview of Host Role

Cascade Host Preparation
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Overview of Host Role

SIMPLICITY CONVERSATIONS (OVERVIEW + 4 LEVERS)

✓ You have been notified by email (16th May) that it’s time to schedule your 
conversation (23rd May to 10th June)

✓ Send out invitations to your team for the Conversation
• Participant prep materials are added to your calendar invite
• Don’t forget to add your team members to the invitation

Schedule

✓ You may want/need to articulate the Team Game Plan ahead of the 
session

✓ Prepare for your Cascade Conversation by reviewing the Host Notes on 
your Dashboard
• Read the Prep materials – have some examples ready to share 

around role clarity and relationships (task and personal needs)
• Print out the Commitment Creation Instructions & Host Notes for 

your Conversation

Prepare

Lead 
Conversation

✓ Bring Commitment Creation Instructions and Host Notes to your 
Conversation
• Enjoy the time with your group!
• Create commitments before leaving the conversation 

>> Go to: https://mpstart.actionable.co & enter Session ID provided

Engage
✓ Follow up with team members, encourage them in their habit 

building
• Check that Session Visibility is open to drive more team 

connection

Cascade Hosts can access 

their scheduling and 

resource materials on their 

Habit Builder Dashboard.

This is the same dashboard 

where you track your own 

commitments.
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How Scheduling Works
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3
Fill in the schedule logistics for your Conversation 
& click on SCHEDULE:

4 Follow the steps to add the session to your calendar:
2

Clicking the GET STARTED button will take you to your 
Dashboard:

1 Host will receive an email to get started



How Scheduling Works
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7
Find the materials for your Conversation, download/print & 
prepare:

5 Your calendar application will populate automatically 
with the details and link to materials. ADD YOUR TEAM 
MEMBERS to the invitation.

6 Go to My Sessions to find your Conversation – Click for details:



Creating Habit Commitments

• At the end of conversations, you will 
guide participants to complete their
habit commitment together.

• You can share the Creating 
Commitments Guide found in your 
Dashboard > My Sessions > 
Conversation Materials

• Instruct participants to go to 
https://mpstart.actionable.co and 
follow the sequence of questions, 
commitment and account login

• If you are sharing delivery with a 
colleague, make sure 'their' 
participants use their code
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Team Roles & Relationships Habits

1. When I prepare for my working day, instead of just considering my own 
tasks, I will identify how I can help a colleague today

2. When we have a challenge, instead of tackling it alone, I will leverage the 
strengths of my team

3. When I work with a colleague, instead of assuming they know already

I will make my personal and task needs clear, and ask about theirs too
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Choosing the right commitment

• People need to care about the action they choose – otherwise the process 
just becomes annoying!

• Give time and encourage people to 'try on' each option; What would it feel 
like to work on this? What would the advantages be? Do I believe it will help 
me and my team?

• Encourage people to fine tune the language – make it super relevant for 
their situation

• The more people write in answer to the 'benefits' question, the more likely 
they are to make a real change
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Tips to Optimize Habit Building Progress

Key choices and activities from participants will have a huge impact on the habit building 
progress they make during the program:

• Choose SMS for 
check in 
notifications 
(2x more likely to 
stick with it)

• Set notifications to 
5 days per week

Optimize settings

• Set visibility to open 
within the group

• Choose a buddy
(65% more likely to 
achieve your 
commitment)

• Add Comments to 
coach and support

Optimize support

• Check in 2x per 
week 

• Add 1 note (2x 
progress)

• Complete reflection
at the end of the 
timeframe

Optimize activity
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• Frequency of check-ins?

• When to journal?

• How to share progress?

• What might get in our way?

Discuss Together:
What Does Success Look Like For Us?



Accountability Buddy Basics 

Built in support to increase habit building success

• Buddies help participants set intentions, and 
stay focused on habit building and check-ins.

• It can be anyone– a co-worker, manager, or 
someone outside the team or organization.

• Buddies get invitations by email – with 
response needed within 72 hours. 

• Buddies get notifications to view your check-
ins, ratings, and to add comments to cheer you 
on.
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Reflection is important to lock-in learning, celebrate success, & keep momentum going. Let participants know 
they will receive notifications to complete their reflection questions at the end of the commitment period.  

• You’ll can view your group’s progress 
and you can check-in with your group 
when you meet regularly.

• You can also view Reflection data from 
your Dashboard under “My Sessions” 
and “Reports”. 

Reflection 



Habit Builder Set Up Checklist with Participants

Visit https://mpstart.actionable.co/ to start commitment

Answer questions, select or create commitment

Set Notifications, visibility

Create benchmark rating & note

1

2

3
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How to View Your Team’s Activity & Comment
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1 Log into your 
dashboard

Commitment Tab:  access all data about your 
team.  

2 Select the Session 

Select the 
participant to see 
more details about 
the specific 
commitment.

4
Use the Comment box to add 
notes. You can scroll through your 
entire cohort by using the arrows 
next to the participant name.



Any questions?
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Thank you

katherineb@mezzanapartners.com

Technical issues: help@actionable.co


